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Vision Coaching Group
Virtual Vision Coaching
July - December, 2020

PLANTING THE GOSPEL
What are you going to do this summer?
Our summer programming is canceled. Churches are slowly coming back. Things are getting back to normal.
Why not create a new normal? What if God is giving us a do-over? What if this is a one-of-a-kind chance to reboot
our churches?
I believe it could be and it all starts with vision. Over the next six months, we will be offering a coaching group that
will guide you through our trusted process for creating a new normal.
Why not gather a group of key leaders and go on a journey together to a new normal? Don’t waste your time this
summer; invest it in recreating the future. If there is one thing this disruption has taught us, it’s time to transition from
a weekend-mostly to a disciple-making culture.
Join us for our Vision Framing Coaching Group with a disciple-making emphasis, where we will facilitate a process
for developing your unique vision around the Five Irreducible Questions of Leadership!

Clarity isn’t everything, but it changes everything!
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Vision Coaching Group
Join our vision coaching group designed to equip pastors (may include a co-leader from your church) to lead their
leadership team through a collaborative process that creates unprecedented clarity and ownership of the church’s
vision (your greatest asset!).

Your Ministry’s Visions Frame:
It is from the Vision Frame that the leadership will have the confidence that there is no better way to articulate the
identity and direction of the church. Through the Vision Frame, the church will experience the dynamic of strategic
unity. The following list outlines the specific components of the Vision Frame and DNA that participants will be
equipped to navigate with their church:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kingdom Concept
Mission
Values
Strategy
Mission Measures
Vision Proper

In addition to the primary components of the Vision Frame, the process will provide coaching on:
• Identifying growth challenges.
• Training for the ongoing process of visioning and planning based on the Vision Frame.
• General design and branding assessment and recommendations based on the vision.
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Vision Coaching Group
Process:
The core training of the process consists of eight virtual sessions, running every three weeks, designed to complete
within a twenty-two week window. All sessions will be led by David Putman.
The process will include a notebook, over ninety workbook-style pages, and slide presentation tools to use as you
lead your own process. In addition, you will receive “process gadgets,” including a Vision Deck, to help bring the
concepts alive for the team.
Virtual Sessions
Each session will consist of three, 50-minute segments.
1:00 P.M. - 1:50 P.M., 2:00 P.M. - 2:50 P.M., and 3:00 P.M. - 3:50 P.M. (all times Eastern)

*June 2020- On-ramping
Week 1 – Tuesday, July 14th
Week 2 – Tuesday, August 4th
Week 3 – Tuesday, August 25th
Week 4 – Tuesday, September 15th
Week 5 – Tuesday, October 6th
Week 6 – Tuesday, October 27th
Week 7 – Tuesday, November 17th
Week 8 – Tuesday, December 8th
*All sessions are recorded in case you have to miss one or simply want to review them later.

Investment
$1,500 / per church.
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Meet David:
David Putman, Lead Navigator
David is founder of Planting the Gospel (www.plantingthegospel.com), where he helps
churches catalyze disciple-making movements locally and globally. He is also a
Senior Lead Navigator with Auxano (www.auxano.com), a category leader in vision
clarity, where he fuses his passion for disciple-making and his life calling of helping
others go further, faster and longer than they ever imagine possible.
He is co-author of Breaking the Missional Code (with Ed Stetzer), and author of
Breaking the Discipleship Code, Detox for the Overly Religious, and One-Hour
Theology, among other books and resources.
For more information or to reserve your spot, email davidp@auxano.com.
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“Seven years before we started the vision framing process, our lead pastor went off on a sabbatical
that ultimately shifted the trajectory of our church. We didn’t have a clear direction or path, or even a
way to talk about it. It was really dramatic, which led to a bit of an implosion. A lot of people chose to
check out. For those seven years, we had been becoming a different church, but we didn’t know how
to talk about it. We needed to be able to talk about who we were...who we had become. This is what
led us to the vision framing process.
Toward the end of the process we lost our lead pastor to an illness. We were faced with a couple of
challenges: how do we grieve and at the same time move forward? First thing we did was a new
series on the vision framing process. We told the church the thing that makes Neighborhood special is
our vision, not our leaders. It’s our mission and values, we are going to be okay because who we are
is not changing. The vision and values became the blueprint for our new normal. The one advice I
would give churches is the importance of everything you do leaning into your values and
missions...not anyone’s personality, not anyone’s communication style, but we do have a recipe and
this is what makes us special regardless of transition or change. Who we are as a church doesn’t
have to change. My advice to other churches is being rooted in vision is the next best step you can
take as a leadership team.”

Forrest Jenan
Lead Pastor, Neighborhood
Church Visalia, CA

